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ABSTRACT
In a world where misinformation is abundant, and conspiracy the-
orists urge others to ’do their own research’, how do people use
evidence in online discussions? What types of evidence do they
provide, and for what purpose? Decades of human information
interaction research has focused on making it easy to share and
discuss information online; and decades of information literacy
research have examined how to promote critical thinking and eval-
uation. However, there is a lack both of systematic analyses of
evidence use in online discussions, and the ways community norms
affect use of evidence in those discussions. We present a mixed
methods analysis of the use of three formats of external evidence
(images, links, and direct quotation by using blockquotes) across
three Reddit communities with very different norms. One focuses
on promoting conspiracy theories, another on debunking them, and
a third on personal view change. We investigate the use of these
evidence formats within and between communities to understand
how evidence is used in different kinds of conversation. Our find-
ings support the design of online information tools that promote
good evidentiary practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We live in an age where high quality evidence is readily available,
yet misinformation remains one of the greatest information chal-
lenges of our time. Paradoxically, the call to ‘do your own research’
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is more associated with conspiracy theorists than empirical scien-
tists [35]. Online discussions on social media are a common vector
for the spread of misinformation [19; 67; 71]. Much research has
sought to examine how fast misinformation spreads [62], why peo-
ple share it [15; 54; 60], and how people on social media persuade
each other of true and false claims [42; 68].

One way posters on social media discussions can strengthen
their claims is to cite external evidence, which makes their posts
demonstrably more persuasive [49]. To provide high quality ev-
idence, however, posters must be able to find and identify it [58;
64]—skills that reduce susceptibility to misinformation [30]. But
how are these skills applied in practice? While prior research has
studied why online community members share misinformation [15]
and how they persuade others [44; 46; 68], what type of content
they provide as evidence of their positions and the evidentiary pur-
pose of providing that content is not yet understood. We also do
not know whether, or how, technology could better support people
to provide high quality evidence.

The way people use online communities has been studied ex-
tensively (e.g. [6; 47; 55]). However there is a surprising dearth
of research on the use of evidence in these conversations. While
argumentation is well understood [42; 44], the use of evidence has
only been touched on briefly, and in the context of single com-
munities, [28; 49] rather than providing a more general view, and
communities may have very different norms [13].

Of course, the function of evidence in online communities is
to persuade, but what does it take to persuade someone? That
depends on the claim being made. Research shows that changing
our personal views requires evidence that considers our personal
situation, but this evidence need not be scientific [9]; technical
discussions and decisions may require a more scientific evidence
base [26]. Conversely, conspiracy theorists have been accused,
possibly unfairly, of ignoring evidence [35], or engaging poorly
with low quality evidence [65]. In this situation, evidence may
entrench contrarian positions [42], or simply play no role.

Given the differences in evidence needed to persuade, differences
in different types of online conversation are likely. But, like the
use of evidence in general, this is an open question. We performed
a mixed methods analysis of how three common approaches to
providing external evidence, via images, links, and direct quotes,
are used in three contrasting Reddit communities: r/Conspiracy,
r/ChangeMyView and r/DebunkThis. These subreddits host dif-
ferent types of discussion: one focused on separating fact from
fiction (r/DebunkThis), one supports people in reflecting on and
possibly changing their personal views (r/ChangeMyView), and the
third discusses and nurtures conspiracy theories (r/Conspiracy). As
these communities share the same technological platform (Reddit),
differences can be reasonably ascribed to community norms, rather
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than interface mechanisms. Alongside describing the use of evi-
dence generally, we compare and contrast what kinds of evidence
are used and why in each of these communities.

The key contribution of this paper is a typology of informa-
tion used as evidence, and the way it used (its evidentiary purpose).
This typology advances our understanding of the ways evidence are
provided in different online communities. These findings have im-
portant implications for the design of technology to better support
transparent, traceable evidence provision and for setting commu-
nity norms around evidence provision.

In this paper, we first situate our research in the context of
prior work, then describe our data collection and analysis method.
Next, we present our findings across the three evidence provision
approaches (images, links and direct quotes), comparing and con-
trasting their use across subreddits. We then discuss our findings in
the context of the literature, and offer suggestions for how technol-
ogy may better support good evidentiary practice, before drawing
conclusions and suggesting key avenues for future work.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we review the literature on online communities
focusing on their social role and the known concerns about how
debates unfold within them. Next, we examine prior work on in-
formation literacy—the principles and practice of understanding
quality information, including evidence. Third, we discuss argu-
mentation and persuasion online. This sets the context for a review
of the role evidence plays in online discussions, particularly in
combatting misinformation. Finally, we examine prior studies of
Reddit to contextualize our method.

2.1 Effective and Healthy Online Communities
Online communities have been the subject of information interac-
tion research for over 20 years [47]. Early research defined online
communities as any online space where people meet to share in-
formation or support, or have social interactions. Communities
are made up of the underlying platform, the people who post, the
posted content, moderators [18; 47], and—arguably—lurkers [43],
who read but do not post. It is vital to consider lurkers who may
be influenced by the ideas in online communities; research on mis-
information has shown that consensus in online communities may
incline readers to believe ideas that are not true [16].

Effective online communities have good sociability—they are
places where positive social interactions take place. In her key work
on online communities, Preece identified three elements of good
sociability [48]: having a community purpose, having good people
(including both moderators and participants), and having strong
and clear policies. These policies support community norms—that is,
what is deemed acceptable practice for a community. Norms may
be implicit or explicit, and address behaviour (such as frequency of
posting) and the content of posts [13; 33].

Preece also noted the problem of usability [48]—having tools
that people can easily use to meet their own aims and do what is
necessary to abide by community norms. Considerable research
has gone into understanding how to support online communities
by designing usable interfaces, and by reducing the burden on
administrators and moderators in upholding norms. Key design

features include limiting anonymity [72], community moderation
(including flagging, upvotes and downvotes [40; 63]), labelling
bad behaviour [61], muting other posters [25], and sharing the
rules [38] to support new users. Even with good sociability and
clear community norms, though, online communities may promote
positive behaviour (such as engaging with health professionals) or
negative behaviour (such as binging and purging) [11].

The dark side of online communities has long been acknowledged
[43]. They can promote unhealthy [11] or antisocial behaviour [56],
and many fear they are a conduit for the spread of misinformation
[17; 27; 60; 70]. The proliferation of special interest groups has
made online discussion groups places where people can seek out
and prioritise views aligned to their own [22; 57; 66] and created
numerous fora where people try to persuade others of their views
[40]. This persuasion can sometimes be effective, especially in
communities where a single message is allowed to dominate [46].

Communities can protect themselves frommisinformation. Com-
munities with polite but persistent disagreement can prevent people
from believing misinformation [10; 16; 36], as can those that nor-
malise fact checking and robust evidence provision [28]. What is the
role of community norms in supporting (or discouraging) evidence
provision? How do these norms affect the use of tools to support
the provision of evidence? Reddit, discussed further in section 2.5,
with its consistent interface but wildly variant communities is an
excellent place to study these questions.

2.2 Information Literacy
In a world of widely available information and rampant misinfor-
mation, information literacy has been identified as a cornerstone
in the fight for accuracy [1; 17; 53]. In contrast with other litera-
cies (e.g. media literacy) information literacy has been empirically
demonstrated to improve recognition of misinformation, [30; 31].

The demonstrated effectiveness of information literacy principles
is possibly because evaluating information is a key skill [1]. This
skill applies not just to assessing information, but also to under-
standing where it comes from, both in terms of its creator, and the
information-seeking process that led to finding it [64]. Reflecting
on information creation aligns with ‘inoculation’; strategies for
combatting misinformation [21].

One simple, widely-used information evaluation technique is
the CRAAP (acronym intentional) test [2], which supports evalua-
tion of the currency, relevance, authority, accuracy and purpose of
information. Most relevant to our study are authority (is informa-
tion from an authoritative source?), accuracy, which is notoriously
difficult to assess [1], and purpose (why the information has been
created, which may reveal inherent biases). Good evidence is accu-
rate, authoritative, and fit for purpose.

While we know information literacy skills reduce susceptibility
to misinformation, there has been little study of whether, or how
often, people provide the evidence information literacy guidelines
recommend they should in everyday online discussions. Online
discussions are an important context, as they can catalyse view
change [39]. In a world where misinformation is rife, it is vital that
view changes are underpinned by high quality evidence. As good
evidence on its own is often unpersuasive [35; 36], we next discuss
how people argue and persuade, before returning to evidence itself.
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2.3 Argumentation and Persuasion
Evidence is of little use unless it is persuasive, but traditional models
of persuasive information (consistent and overwhelming messages
[46]) do not apply on the internet, where the scope for single mes-
sages to dominate is limited [8]. The internet has made it easy
for people to ‘do their own research’ (however ineffectively) [35],
allowed people to seek and prioritise views aligned to their own [22;
57; 66], and created numerous fora where people try to persuade
others of their views [40].

In this context understanding persuasion and argumentation is
both more possible [32; 44], and more important than ever. Ex-
posure to diverse views (such as through argumentation) may
be a strong defence against polarization and misinformation [29]
(though it may not, too [42]). There is however, compelling evi-
dence that at least some people engage with views other than their
own [5; 40; 69], sometimes this resulting in view change [39].

Considerable work has been dedicated to identifying and classi-
fying arguments and viewpoints online (e.g. [20; 52]), and under-
standing the persuasiveness of different types of argument [10; 68],
and the role of psychology in avoiding backfire effects [36]. While
we know that argumentation and persuasion play an important
role in online discussions, especially in influencing peoples’ views,
we do not yet have a clear picture of how evidence is used to argue
and persuade in online discussions.

2.4 Evidence’s Role in Online Communities
To understand the role of evidence in online discussions, we must
first define it. Evidence is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary
as ‘grounds for belief’, specifically ‘facts or observations adduced
in support of a conclusion or statement’ [45]. What does it mean
for something to be grounds for belief, though? Goodnight [26]
divides contention into three spheres based on the type of evidence
needed to reach a conclusion:

The personal sphere, needing evidence only to satisfy oneself;
The technical sphere, wherein evidence must meet standards

agreed on by a practice, or profession;
The public sphere, where evidence must be sufficiently compre-

hensive to satisfy the public good.
We have already seen that some online communities engage in

good evidence practice [28] and that evidence is persuasive [49]. If
this were the whole picture, we could conclude that merely using
evidence would avoid the worst effects of misinformation, and thus
normalizing evidence use would address the knock-on problems
created by believing in misinformation. However, evidence alone
is not enough: some people who hold alternative beliefs appeal to
scientific norms (e.g. randomized controlled trials) while rejecting
the material evidence [9], others simply reject evidence after eval-
uating it extensively [39]. This differential response to evidence
makes the role of community norms around evidence an interesting
topic of enquiry. Taking Wikipedia as a place where a community
gathers to create knowledge some research has shown that citations
were added in response to controversy [23]; links to authoritative
evidence were preferred, and links to low-quality evidence were
often deleted. Moderator interest can also promote the inclusion of
evidence [14]. Arguably, though, Wikipedia is a single community

with a single standard for evidence. What happens when commu-
nities have the same tools, but different norms around evidence?
This research seeks to answer this question.

Given its importance, there is surprisingly little research on
the role of evidence in online discussions. While the use of argu-
mentation and evidence have been investigated in the education
domain—to understand what contributes to strong pedagogical out-
comes (e.g.[37]), there is little research beyond this domain. One
study focusing on a Reddit political discussion found that <7% of
posts cited external evidence through hyperlinks, 9% used political
experience, and 20% used hypothetical situations in argumentation.
This study did not examine other evidence formats (e.g. quotes).
Another study investigated evidence provision in one of the sub-
reddits we examine in this study; r/ChangeMyView—an online
community where posters ask others to provide arguments (often
including evidence) to change their personal viewpoints [44]. This
study found extensive evidence was provided when attempting
to change views on social or moral issues, but that this had little
impact on beliefs., but that more evidence was more likely to affect
beliefs. These studies offer glimpses into a complex field: while
evidence may persuade, we do not yet know what kinds of evidence
people provide, nor what their aims are in providing it.

2.5 Research on Reddit
Reddit is often used for online community research [44; 53] due
to being a large publicly-available dataset encompassing many
communities with widely varying norms [15]. Reddit also has
a storied reputation, as ‘cesspool’ [26], ‘part of the propaganda
pipeline’ [2] and a place that ‘makes people think’ [61].

Community norms are particularly important on Reddit, existing
at both pan-Reddit and subreddit levels [13]. Moderation on Reddit
is effective in improving behaviour, even among previously hateful
posters [59], and in maintaining Reddit-wide and subreddit-specific
community norms [12; 13; 24]. Reddit users also seem to alter their
behaviour when posting on different subreddits [51]

While most of the research on Reddit is pan-Reddit [50], there
are prior studies of all three subreddits that we examine. R/Change-
MyView is one of the most studied subreddits; mostly quantitative
analyses have examined the mechanics of persuasion, revealing
that certain types of language are more persuasive [68], as is the
inclusion of evidence in a post, and that most original posts (OPs)
contain both claims, but not evidence [44]. R/Conspiracy analyses
have demonstrated clear linguistic differences frommainstream sub-
reddits [32; 55] and that ‘dramatic’ events, such as terrorist attacks
or mass shootings, bring in new long-term community members
[52]. We found only one study of r/DebunkThis; a qualitative anal-
ysis describing several argumentation strategies used in debunking
spurious claims, including appeal to external evidence [28].

While Reddit is a popular study site [41], there is limited mixed
methods research [50], and very little that compares community
norms between subreddits (we found only a single, largely quan-
titative study [11], not focused on evidence). No research, to our
knowledge, examines community norms around evidence provi-
sion, nor patterns of evidence provision generally. These questions
are the focus of our study.
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3 METHOD
In this sectionwe explain and justify our data collection and analysis
approaches and discuss ethical considerations.

3.1 Data Collection
We used Reddit as it is home to many distinct communities hosted
by one technology, allowing us to understand differences in commu-
nity norms without interface effects. We selected three contrasting
subreddits as their community rules and guidelines promote differ-
ent kinds of evidence. Our data collection was done in 2022, prior
to current restrictions to the Reddit API and terms of use.

R/Conspiracy describes itself as a ‘thinking ground’ where all
views are respected. It aims to spark discussion on ‘issues which
have captured the public’s imagination, from JFK and UFOs to
9/11.’ This is a site of ‘outlaw’ discussion [4] that does not adhere
to evidentiary norms such as encouraging verifiable information,
focusing instead on whether topics are conspiracy-worthy.

R/DebunkThis markets itself as ‘an evidence-based subreddit
dedicated to taking an objective look at questionable theories, dodgy
news sources, bold-faced claims, and suspicious studies.’ Posters
must explicitly state the claim they would like debunked, providing
at least once source to the claim. This is a community dedicated to
seeking technical evidence [27] to ‘debunk spurious hogwash’.

R/ChangeMyView is ‘a place to post an opinion you accept
may be flawed. . .to understand other perspectives on the issue.’
Original posts are deleted if the poster demonstrates unwillingness
to change their view, and replies must either ask the original poster
for clarification, or attempt to persuade the poster of an alternative
view. This is a community dedicated to affecting the personal sphere
[27] and permits (but does not explicitly require in its rules and
guidelines) the provision of evidence to support posters’ attempts
to change the original poster’s view.

These subreddits therefore all allow posters to cite evidence to
persuade others of their claims and arguments, but in different
ways; r/Conspiracy involves persuading others that a topic might
be conspiracy-worthy and encourages posters to ‘keep an open
mind’, r/DebunkThis involves persuading others that a particular
claim might be untrue and actively encourages use of evidence
to debunk myths, and r/ChangeMyView neither encourages or
discourages citing evidence when convincing a poster to reconsider
their views, but emphasises healthy debate.

We used a time-bound dataset to ensure comparability across
subreddits; we manually captured 50 threads on each subreddit at
a fixed timepoint. We captured the most active 50 threads as this
is the default view on Reddit, thus capturing the evidence most
likely to be seen by visitors to the site. We capped our analysis
at 50 threads per subreddit to provide breadth and depth within
a manageable qualitative dataset. We downloaded the content of
each thread at the moment of capture, to ensure that the versions
used had a consistent time-point. All original links and data were
retained. For each thread we manually recorded the title, the URL
of the post, the number of links to external evidence in the original
post, and the number of replies at the time of collection.

Based on an initial exploration of posts across our subreddits,
we identified three common approaches to including material from
outside the post in both Original Posts (OPs) and replies. The first

was: Linking to external sites; second was embedding or linking to
images that serve as evidence and finally directly quoting text from
the OP, previous posters, or other sources by using ‘blockquotes’
(indented quotations). Blockquotes are the in-built function Reddit
provides for quoting text from another post.

Our data collection approach focused on examining the use of
these approaches to evidence provision across the three subreddits,
within OPs and responses. All three approaches involve more effort
than simply typing text; users had to interact with Reddit’s interface
features to embed an image, link or blockquote. Furthermore, as
these approaches are automatically detectable, wewere able to build
a Python-based scraper to identify posts (both OPs and replies) that
contained at least one image, link or blockquote. This enabled
systematic capture at scale and allowed us to re-verify the manually
gathered data that we initially collected.

3.2 Data Analysis
We analysed the dataset via a mixed methods approach. First, we
did a qualitative analysis of the use of each evidence format (images,
links and blockquotes). The dataset of posts containing links and
blockquotes was large, with over 1000 instances each across the
three subreddits. To create a manageable dataset, we then randomly
selected threads from each subreddit, examining OPs and replies
for links or blockquotes. We continued this approach until we had
60 posts per subreddit containing quotes and 60 containing block-
quotes. As an example for blockquotes this involved examining 19
threads in r/ Conspiracy but only 8 in /r/ChangeMyView. Only 37
images were used as evidence across all subreddits, so these were
all analysed. To be included in our dataset, an external item had to
be used as evidence to support an implied or explicit claim. Items
for which we could not identify a claim were discarded.

Once we had formed datasets, we used the general inductive
method for analysis. This involves repeated re-reading of the posts
in the dataset to identify consistent patterns. The qualitative codes
created during this process were named, merged and split itera-
tively until the analysis reached stability. Each individual image,
link or blockquote was treated as a separate datapoint, and was
examined within the context of the original post that contained it.
We analysed each datapoint to identify the type and purpose of each
datapoint. For images, type captured the form of image (e.g., photo,
diagram, screengrab). For links, type captured the nature of infor-
mation linked to (e.g., news media article, video). For blockquotes,
type varied according to the source: another poster, or an external
source. Purpose captured how the datapoint was used to provide
evidence (e.g., to appeal to authority, provide facts to support a
claim). The authors discussed all types and purposes in detail to
reach agreement, assess edge-cases and identify consistent patterns
between datapoint types and subreddits. We found that there were
more differences than similarities between types between evidence
formats. All coding was done systematically and exhaustively to
ensure a concrete foundation for the quantitative analysis.

Once all datapoints were qualitatively coded, we quantitatively
analysed the prevalence of each format (images, links, blockquotes)
using chi-squared tests. While the types and purposes found were
not directly comparable between these formats, we quantitatively
analysed the use of each format between subreddits.
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Figure 1: Distribution of images, links and blockquotes by
subreddit; total posts per subreddit on the right axis. * =

statistically significant (p<0.05)

3.3 Ethical Considerations
This type of analysis is actively excluded from ethics committee
oversight at all three authors’ institutions. We report our data in
line with best practice [7; 50]. Although most Reddit users do not
use their real names as usernames and it is likely to be difficult to
identify them from their posts, we took steps to further ensure their
anonymity; we do not report posters’ usernames, nor the specific
date and time of data collection. We also paraphrased text quoted
from posts to avoid direct identification.

4 FINDINGS
In this section, we first provide an overview and quantitative com-
parison of the use of evidence formats across r/Conspiracy, r/De-
bunkThis and r/ChangeMyView. We then report qualitatively on
the use of these approaches of evidence provision in each of the
three subreddits individually. As the topics discussed in these on-
line communities, including the threads we examined, could be
distressing, we advise reader discretion.

4.1 Comparing Subreddits
In this section we quantitatively compare the use of evidence be-
tween subreddits. We discuss our qualitative findings in the subse-
quent finding sections. We performed a chi-squared test to assess
the relative frequency of image, link and blockquote use between
the three subreddits. This was strongly significant (p<0.0001, df=4,
j2=1557.91). These evidence formats were markedly differently
distributed across the three subreddits, as shown in Figure 1. For
example, blockquotes were mostly found on r/ChangeMyView.

The number of images used for evidence differed significantly
between the subreddits (p<0.001, df=2, j2=14.89). The distribution
of links between subreddits was significantly different (p<0.001,
df=2, j2=763.53), with r/DebunkThis having markedly more links
than the others. Finally, blockquotes were unevenly distributed
across the different subreddits (p<0.001, df=2, j2=745.52).

In terms of types within each of the three formats, the distribu-
tion of image types (e,g, photograph, diagram) was too sparse for
analysis; images were rare in r/ChangeMyView. The types of linked
content (e.g. news, social media) were markedly different between

Figure 2: Use of images across subreddits.

subreddits (p<0.001, df=24, j2=91.13). Blockquotes types (e.g. quot-
ing another poster, quoting a news article) also varied markedly
between subreddits (p<0.001, df=10, j2=49.64) even though quotes
of another poster were dominant in the dataset generally.

Finally, we compared the purposes of evidence provision across
the three formats. Images showed significant differences (p=0.0062,
df=6, j2=18.02) between subreddits. Link purposes were also un-
evenly distributed (p<0.0001, df=18, j2=75.47), as were blockquotes
(p<0.001, df=12, j2=355.38).

In short, the subreddits differed markedly from each other.

4.2 Images
There were only 37 images used as evidence across 22 threads in
our data set, so we analysed them to exhaustion. We discarded one
image not used as evidence, one that had been deleted, and seven
images that were being used exclusively as links (the images did
not provide any information).

Images were used very differently to provide evidence across
the three subreddits (see Figure 2). They were used sparingly and
illustratively in r/DebunkThis and r/ChangeMyView. In r/Change-
MyView, theywere only used in replies—to help illustrate a different
viewpoint. Similarly in r/DebunkThis, images were typically used
to illustrate rather than prove. Interestingly, the r/DebunkThis data
was skewed by a single thread containing 12 images: nine in the
OP and three in a single reply—and the topic was widely regarded
as a conspiracy theory: that the US government were behind JFK’s
assassination, making it more like a thread in r/Conspiracy.

4.2.1 Image Types. A variety of types of image were used as evi-
dence (Figure 3). By far the most common was screengrabs. Some
sources were identifiable, e.g. a BBC News tweet announcing Boris
Johnson’s impending resignation. Others were not, e.g. in a post
about JFK’s assassination a link was given to a screengrab, but
neither the image nor the post linked the source.

The next most common type was photographs, depicting every-
thing from destruction of the Georgia Guidestones to a man who
transformed himself into a lizard. Closely related to photographs
was video stills, captured from news or other video. A single
r/DebunkThis thread about the JFK conspiracy accounted for all
diagrams and medical images, used to debate the trajectory of
an assassin’s bullet through JFK’s body. Graphs were only used
in a single r/Conspiracy thread about climate change, and mon-
tages (comprised of multiple images) appeared on a r/Conspiracy
thread about Hummer-owner Arnold Schwarzenegger posing with
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Figure 3: Types of images used as evidence. ^Annotations
always co-occur with other image types.

Figure 4: Evidentiary Purposes of Images

environmental activist Greta Thunberg to greenwash his reputa-
tion. Finally, a comic was shared in r/ChangeMyView to illustrate
definitional differences between equality and equity.

Annotation cut across the other image types. Three images in
r/Conspiracy were annotated: Two (a photo and screengrab) had
roughly-drawn circles added to highlight part of the image. The
third annotated a graph with arrows and writing to suggest that
climate change is cyclic.

4.2.2 Evidentiary Purposes of Images. Images were used in three
different ways to provide evidence (see Figure 4). The simplest was
as visual proof of a claim (e.g. screengrabs of a BBC News Tweet
to prove British Prime Minister Boris Johnson intended to resign).
In some screengrabs, images were used as both claim and proof
(see Figure 5), which comprised the entire OP in a thread entitled
“what the actual f***?” where an image depicting an empty field
that had been the site of the Georgia Guidestones both claims and
demonstrates they have been demolished.

Another use of images was as an example datapoint, provid-
ing a single (visual) example to support a more general claim, e.g.
medical images to claim JFK could not have been shot at the angle
given in his autopsy.

A final use of images was as illustrative of a claim, e.g. using a
comic illustrating the difference between equity and equality to ar-
gue that treating everyone equally is unfair, or graphs showing how
the earth’s climate has changed over time to support the argument
that climate change is cyclical.

Figure 5: Claim and proof of the Guidestones’ demolition

Visual appeal to authority cut across other evidentiary pur-
poses. This appeal could be explicit, such as the image of a BBC
News Tweet, or implied, as with a graph that was presented in a
scientific format but lacked any information to assess its veracity.
At least one appeal was demonstrably false: a video still containing
a bogus Georgia Bureau of Investigation logo. Most appeals were
to organisational authority: mainstream news sites or aggregators;
two cases appealed to sites that were explicitly Alt-Right. Two
images used the authority of public figures, e.g. Robert F. Kennedy.

4.2.3 Summary and Analysis. Images were used very differently
to provide evidence across the three subreddits. They were used
sparingly and illustratively in r/DebunkThis and r/ChangeMyView.
In r/ChangeMyView, where images appeared only in replies to help
illustrate a different viewpoint. Similarly r/DebunkThis, images
were typically used to illustrate rather than prove. Interestingly,
the r/DebunkThis data was significantly skewed by a single thread
containing 12 images: nine in the OP and three in a single reply—
and the topic was widely regarded as a conspiracy theory: that the
US government were behind JFK’s assassination, making it more
like a thread in r/Conspiracy.

In contrast with the few images in r/DebunkThis and r/Change-
MyView, nearly a third of OPs in r/Conspiracy contained an image,
usually as the post’s key message. Appeal to authority was also
more common in r/Conspiracy, perhaps reflecting posters’ aware-
ness that their views are alternative, and so need support. This
appeal may also be an attempt to use the tools of authority against
dominant narratives, and reflect the general approach of r/Conspir-
acy posts to encourage people to ‘see for themselves’.

4.3 Links
Linkswere used in awide range of ways across subreddits to provide
evidence. Most links to external sites were found on r/DebunkThis,
where just under a third of posts (33.1%) contained them. In contrast,
links were found in only 6.5% of posts on r/Conspiracy, and 4.7% of
posts on r/ChangeMyView.

4.3.1 Link Types. Posts linked to a wide range of content, from
Wiki articles to academic publications (see Figure 6; the maximum
possible number of links was 60 in each subreddit).

News media articles were the most common content linked
to. R/DebunkThis and r/ChangeMyView typically featured links to
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Figure 6: Types of linked content used as evidence. * = sta-
tistically significant difference (p<0.05)

trustworthy news media articles. In r/Conspiracy, article credibility
varied considerably, with some containing demonstrably false infor-
mation. Others were factually correct but still could mislead: e.g.,
an article published by AlterNet (a ’mixed reliability’ source: Ad
Fontes Media Bias): ‘What the Cellphone Industry Doesn’t Want
You to Know About Radiation Concerns’ was cited to support a
claim that cell phones cause cancer. Some posters in r/Conspir-
acy used reliable articles to fuel speculation (e.g., that MKUltra, a
1960-70s CIA human experimentation program, still exists).

In r/DebunkThis and r/ChangeMyView, news was used more
conventionally, e.g. to explain how a calculation error caused a
French presidential candidate to apparently ‘lose’ votes already
counted on a TV graphic. In r/ChangeMyView, news was cited to
persuade. For example, a poster cited a WTTW article showing
the 1994-2004 Federal ban on assault weapons reduced deaths, to
convince the OP who was opposed to gun restrictions.

News articles in r/Conspiracy were mostly cited to provide facts
supporting claim (12 of 21 links). Source credibility, especially in
r/Conspiracy, varied considerably and the reliability of ‘facts’ must
be queried. R/ChangeMyView posts often cited news to provide
numerical data: 8 of 18 news links pointed to data, e.g. donation
data from a Washington Post article suggested some corporations
embrace social movements for their own benefit. Numerical data
was less common in the other subreddits–c. 9%.

Wiki articles were the next most common type of link. Linking
to Wiki articles was more common in r/DebunkThis and r/Change-
MyView than r/Conspiracy (17%, 20% and 10% of links respectively).
Wiki articles were cited to provide numerical data or facts to sup-
port a claim, e.g. an r/Conspiracy post linked to a Wikipedia ‘list
of largest pharmaceutical settlements’ citing numerical data that
Pfizer paid a $2.3 billion settlement for violating the False Claims
Act, consequently reasoning Pfizer cannot be trusted. Wiki articles
were also used to provide context e.g. a poster in r/DebunkThis
cited Wikipedia’s article on Brandolini’s Law that, according to
the article, “emphasises the effort of debunking misinformation, in
comparison to the. . .ease of creating it.”

Figure 7: Evidentiary purpose of links. * = statistically sig-
nificant difference (p<0.05)

Academic publications were cited in all three subreddits, usu-
ally to provide empirical findings or numerical data to support
a claim. The key difference between subreddits was in r/Change-
MyView credible scholarly work was used to support arguments for
view change. In r/DebunkThis less credible work was questioned
(to support debunking), e.g. one thread questioned the sample
sizes in academic articles by a psychologist whose studies appear
to validate astrology. In r/Conspiracy even credible research was
questioned (when it undermined a conspiracy theory), e.g. a poster
cited a finding that unvaccinated people who caught COVID were
more likely to develop myocarditis than vaccinated people. To
cast doubt on this study, another poster noted the authors were
members of vaccine advisory groups, with a vested interest.

Numerical data was seen mostly in r/ChangeMyView, but ac-
counted for nearly half of the links in this subreddit.

4.3.2 Evidentiary Purposes of Links. We identified several ways
links were used as evidence (see Figure 7).

Links were used in all subreddits to provide facts, though least
frequently on r/ChangeMyView. In r/DebunkThis and r/Change-
MyView, facts were generally accepted in discussion, but. in r/Con-
spiracy some ‘facts’ were contentious. Even seemingly innocuous
posts, such as a request for names of people with similar names to
crimes they committed, fuelled speculation: a poster linked to a
Wiki article, which said the ‘Meaningful Name’ TV trope “has a di-
rect, barely-hidden meaning. . .that tells you an important thing about
the character.” The poster then claimed the CIA often inserts puns
into cover identities they create for people in the media spotlight.

Tables, graphs, and other numerical data used to make numer-
ical arguments that comprised almost half of r/ChangeMyView
links. In r/DebunkThis and r/ChangeMyView, posters usually pro-
vided accurate data from authoritative sources while in r/Conspir-
acy, data was less authoritative: e.g. a poster cited OpenVAERS—an
open data source containing CDC data of post-vaccine adverse
events—to claim vaccine side-effects are more common and dan-
gerous than stated by another poster. While OpenVAERS data may
appear credible, the CDC website states “a report to VAERS does not
mean that a vaccine caused an adverse event .” 1.

1https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsafety/monitoring/vaers/index.html
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Empirical findings, mostly from scientific studies, were cited
in all subreddits. In r/DebunkThis and r/ChangeMyView, posters
used empirical findings to persuade. For example, an article in the
journal Renewable Energy was cited to refute a claim that wind-
mills are environmentally damaging. In r/Conspiracy, empirical
findings were often reported second-hand (e.g., by linking to news
articles rather than academic papers). This sometimes distorted
findings: a news article from LifeSite (banned from some social
media platforms for spreading COVID-19 misinformation) selec-
tively reported findings from an academic study on myocarditis and
COVID. Rather than report that myocarditis risk is extremely low
among both vaccinated and unvaccinated groups, the LifeSite arti-
cle concluded “the potential for vaccine-related myocarditis among
young males undermines the public health establishment’s persistent
refrain that the benefits of vaccination far outweigh any harm.”

R/Conspiracy contained all seven instances of primary evi-
dence, including video footage of the Georgia Guidestones bomb-
ing. The timestamp of the explosion (04:33:33am) was used to
support a theory that the stones were damaged because they were
‘satanic’; the Centre for Biblical Studies at Midwestern Seminary
claims it is likely Jesus was crucified on April 3, AD332.

Using links to provide context to an argument or source was
most prominent in r/DebunkThis. One r/Conspiracy poster used
authoritative information from the BMJ and WHO to provide con-
text to their claim it was known that the AstraZeneca and Johnson
& Johnson COVID vaccines can cause myocarditis.

All six cases of undermining the credibility of (another
poster’s) evidence were in r/DebunkThis: e.g. in response to an OP
with a news article from CBN (Christian Broadcasting Network)
claiming a US Family Planning Bill legalises infanticide, a response
linked a Media Bias report that CBN has ‘low credibility’.

Links were also used for other evidentiary purposes. In a
very few cases, links also appealed to authority, pointed towards
information sources, provided definitions, example datapoints, ex-
amples, interpretation, or pre-emptive evidence (in anticipation of
another poster rebutting a poster’s claim) and suggested inaccuracies
in other posters’ evidence.

4.3.3 Summary and Analysis. News media articles, Wiki articles and
numerical data were the most common types of linked evidence
and featured in all subreddits. However, they were used differently,
depending on the subreddit’s remit, serving to fuel conspiracy the-
ories in r/Conspiracy, debunk myths in r/DebunkThis and change
posters personal views in r/ChangeMyView. Some link types were
predominantly found in certain subreddits; social media and blog-
posts were most common in r/DebunkThis, while video mostly
appeared in r/Conspiracy. This suggests posters select the type of
linked source to match local subreddit expectations. For example,
the preponderance of numerical evidence on r/ChangeMyView and
the emphasis on facts from news media on r/Conspiracy may reflect
different roles of evidence in these respective communities.

Links to evidence weremost often used to provide numerical data
and facts, and to provide empirical findings and primary evidence.
While in r/ChangeMyView and r/DebunkThis these purposes pro-
moted robust discussion underpinned by credible information, in

2https://cbs.mbts.edu/2020/04/08/april-3-ad-33-why-we-believe-we-can-know-the-
exact-date-jesus-died/

Figure 8: Types of sources cited as evidence using block-
quotes. * = statistically significant difference (p<0.05)

r/Conspiracy, they were primarily used to portray alternative be-
liefs as plausible.

4.4 Blockquotes
Evidentiary blockquotes were found in only 3% of r/Conspiracy
posts, versus 22% in r/ChangeMyView and 26% in r/DebunkThis.

4.4.1 Blockquote types. There was a clear division between block-
quotes that quoted previous posts, which link to the original
content automatically, and those that provided a clear attribution
to external sources. Posters referred to external sources in different
ways when quoting from them using blockquotes. Sometimes they
simply attributed the source (e.g., ‘Lenin’ when quoting from an es-
say of his). More often, they provided links or scholarly references.
The most common type of external source (Figure 8) was academic
publications—usually published papers, but sometimes textbook
content and literary biographies. R/Conspiracy quoted no aca-
demic sources. Other sources included news articles, from main-
streammedia, Reuters or other independent online sources; extracts
from the Bible, reference sources such as encyclopedia and gov-
ernment legislation.

4.4.2 Evidentiary Purposes of Blockquotes. Posters typically block-
quoted previous posts in the same thread to re-use putative facts
to support an argument. When quoting extracts from external
sources, purposes varied. As with links, we noted purposes such as
providing facts, and providing numerical data. There was frequent
provision of primary evidence and appeals to authority, plus some
limited reference to definitions.

Primary evidence was taken from academic publications and
government legislation. Quotes were often accompanied by an ex-
planation of its relevance: e.g., one r/DebunkThis poster explained
the importance of source credibility and reliability, noting the OP’s
source was well-known for pseudo-scientific studies, and quoted
text from the American Psychological Association and the Southern
Poverty Law Centre to debunk the article.

Blockquotes were also used to contextualise. For example,
a poster responded to criticism of the use of wind turbines by
quoting it for context, then blockquoted two sources of authoritative
evidence to debunk it.
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Figure 9: Evidentiary purposes of blockquotes. Key: Author-
ity = to appeal to authority, Numerical = to provide support-
ing numerical data, Primary = to provide primary evidence
etc. ^ = Authority co-occurred with all other purposes. * =
statistically significant difference (p<0.05)

Blockquotes sometimes contained data used to make numeri-
cal arguments, e.g. from academic study that found astrologers’
predictions performed no better than chance.

A common use of blockquoting was the provision of ‘facts’, all
but two without an authoritative source. In Figure 9, we distinguish
between sourced facts, generalisations, and hearsay (reposting
other posters’ claims). Many of the latter two were inaccurate. For
example, a r/Conspiracy poster quoted another poster’s claim that
UK Prime Ministers who resign gets to pick their own successor
(entirely untrue).

Definitions were mostly provided from dictionaries, but also
from legislation (e.g., rules that defined how an election should
be conducted) and the Bible (to define orthodoxy on a subject).
Some posts explicitly referenced the source’s authority e.g. the
r/DebunkThis poster who emphasised that their definition of a
sphere came from Merriam Webster when debunking flat-earth
theory. Subsequently another poster blockquoted the definition
noting it was a dictionary not a mathematical reference.

Appeals to authority cut across other evidentiary purposes, as
with images. Authorities quoted included individuals (e.g., Lenin)
and organisations (e.g., Mayo Clinic), without explicitly articulating
their relevant authority in the current discussion. Others were more
explicit: one r/ChangeMyView poster blockquoted from George
Orwell’s biographical ‘Homage to Catalonia’ to demonstrate Or-
well’s support for socialism. They appealed to Orwell’s authority
by claim he had fought for socialism in the Spanish Civil War. They
supported their claim by blockquoting Orwell’s biographer and
providing links. This purpose co-occurred with the others.

4.4.3 Summary and Analysis. Blockquotes more often cited other
posters than external sources. The types of external source quoted
mirrored some of the types in the ’links’ findings; the most common
were academic publications and news media articles. Purposes of
using blockquotes to cite evidence mirrored many of the purposes
of citing images and links. This included providing facts, numerical
data and primary evidence, and appealing to authority. ‘Good’ use
of blockquoting (i.e., traceable and authoritative) almost always

occurred in r/DebunkThis, while blockquotes in r/Conspiracy and
r/ChangeMyView were usually unattributed.

5 DISCUSSION
Our study offers considerable new insight into the role of evidence
on Reddit. In the sole two prior studies on online evidentiary
practices, both on Reddit, one had found that only 7% of posts used
external evidence, though it focused on links only [34] and the
other [49] focused only on a single community. We break these
insights down into a discussion of social norms and evidentiary
practice, and a reflection on how technology might support good
evidentiary practice.

5.1 Social Norms and Evidentiary Practice
On Reddit, each subreddit can set its own rules and guidelines
for contributions, and these dictate community norms. Previous
research has found variances in linguistic toxicity [51] due to com-
munity norms, and that norms vary between subreddits [13]. We
have shown that evidentiary norms also vary between subreddits.
Taking the case of links, the number used in r/Conspiracy and
r/ChangeMyView (c. 5% of posts) reflected previous studies of Red-
dit, while the 33% found in r/DebunkThis was much more akin to
links used in education focused online communities (44% [39]).

While prior literature has found variances in evidence provi-
sion between platforms attributable to social norms [8], we have
identified differences within a single platform, i.e. Reddit. This
extends beyond just volume and includes the types and purposes
of evidence provided.

Our results somewhat support Goodnight’s classification of
spheres [26]. R/DebunkThis, posts have a number of features of
technical evidence, e.g. quotes are more likely to from external
sources, especially academic papers, and they are more likely to
appeal to authority or provide primary evidence than in other sub-
reddits. R/ChangeMyView shows a mixed pattern of evidence, with
significantly more links to numerical data and news articles, but
also consistent hearsay. In a discussion where only one person
is to be convinced, this mixed pattern reflects the needs of the
personal sphere. Despite the same interface tools being available,
evidence provided in r/Conspiracy was least likely to be authorita-
tive e.g. fewer academic reports, and more images. R/Conspiracy
evidence is also highly news focused, supporting earlier findings
that ‘dramatic events’ like the Georgia Guidestones incident are
key drivers of participation [59]. R/Conspiracy was also most likely
to use image-based evidence, (arguably the least reliable format,
as images are easily manipulated). When images are screengrabs,
traceability of the source is reduced, making it harder for readers
to assess evidence quality [1]. Nonetheless, evidence was being
used, and much of it appealed to authority, meaning evidentiary
practice r/Conspiracy is not as far from good evidentiary practice
as one might assume. There are also slips in practice across all three
subreddits—even on r/DebunkThis not all evidence was high qual-
ity. This is likely because fact-checking and provenance provision
are complex and labour-intensive [14; 33]; reducing this workload
would increase good practice in communities where it is normative.

Arguably, as social norms are so influential on Reddit a macro-
level shift in social norms toward good evidentiary practice could
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entrench good practice across Reddit. Such a shift would require
widespread information literacy skills: e.g. analysing sources, and
detecting bias in information presentation and in one’s own re-
sponse to it [1; 30; 35]. Inculcating strong critical and evidentiary
practices as socially normative early on is most likely to be effective
[21]. Focusing only on evidence, though, would privilege technical
discussions to the exclusion of other kinds. Even social conversa-
tions offer a chance to encounter information that can result in
enjoyable experiences [41], new ideas [43], spark creativity [40] or
even be view- and life-changing [43]. Not all conversations should
be held to technical evidentiary standards, and individual subreddits
can (and should) continue to set practice. Where better evidence is
called for though, more technical support could be offered.

5.2 Digital Support for Evidentiary Practice
It is notable in our data that blockquoting previous posters, which
automatically links to the previous post, results in such quotes al-
ways linking to the source quoted. This suggests that there are op-
portunities for digital support for good evidentiary practice where it
is appropriate to the subreddit. Such support might include prompt-
ing posters for links to source material for images and blockquotes,
resulting in posts that are more traceable, and thus support robust
evaluation [1]. Communities may also provide automated links
to fact- and bias- checking services where, e.g., news media arti-
cles are posted, helping readers to assess evidence, and potentially
encouraging posters to provide higher quality evidence.

Supporting posters to question the credibility of evidence, as seen
on r/DebunkThis [28] might promote good practice. One digital
example of a lightweight way to question evidence Wikipedia’s [ci-
tation needed] flag. Lightweight strategies for suggesting a citation
is needed—ones that could be completed with a single click—would
both encourage the flagging questionable evidence [37], and pro-
vide useful information about information credibility to lurkers
[3]. Flags could also be used to indicate the use of counterevidence,
selective citation, situations where the evidence has changed, or
sources of questionable quality. Of course, each of these flags can
be weaponised, though moderation on Reddit has been shown to
be highly effective in addressing bad behaviour [12; 13; 59].

Alongside opportunities for general support for evidence pro-
vision, our findings also highlight the potential to better support
providing specific types of evidence. For example, when citing
external sources, posters might be prompted, when using:

Blockquotes, to provide a link to the original source;
Images, to provide a link to the original source of: photographs

(including similar photos that corroborate or question visual proof),
screengrabs (e.g., of a news article, or social media feed/post), images
that have been annotated post-hoc, video stills (i.e., the video itself)
etc. Also, to flag when the authority appealed to is bogus (c.f., the
fake Georgia Bureau of Investigation logo); OCR of text and links
in images would also improve traceability

Links, to provide the original source of numerical data, to allow
for greater scrutability and to ensure numbers are not being ma-
nipulated to tell a biased story. The site being linked to could also
be checked for authority, and posters encouraged to use higher
authority sites in more technical discussions.

Our typology (of types and purposes of evidence provided in
three contrasting Reddit communities) might also be leveraged to
assist automatic content classification of online discussion posts.
This, in turn, could help online community managers monitor and
assess the evidence provision practices of community members,
with a view of enhancing them for community (and ideally pro-
social) benefit. It could also help researchers and social media
advocacy groups characterise different communities with respect
to their evidence provision practices, with a view of identifying
those with particularly strong or weak practices. Finally, it could
support online community users in finding online communities
with strong evidentiary practices, with a view of joining reliable,
trustworthy communities. Creating technical support to leverage
this typology to achieve these goals is an important area for future
research.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a mixed method analysis of how
and why images, links and blockquotes are used to provide evidence
in three very different online communities on Reddit—r/Conspiracy,
r/ChangeMyView and r/DebunkThis. Based on this analysis, we
have defined a typology of evidentiary types and purposes. This
typology can be adopted and adapted by future researchers to
reason about the provision of evidence in other online communities
and can be used to support automated detection and processing of
public data in online communities.

By comparing the use of evidence between these subreddits, we
have demonstrated that community norms influence the kinds of
evidence provided, and the way they are provided. While r/Change-
MyView and r/DebunkThis demonstrate broadly similar patterns
of evidence use, r/Conspiracy is more complex. On the one hand,
we might expect those participating in a thread on conspiracy the-
ories to eschew evidence altogether, and this is simply not the case.
On the other, r/Conspiracy does reflect less evidence use and the
evidence that is used is often not credible, with plenty of demon-
strably false or potentially misleading content cited. However, this
is not the full picture; sometimes credible and authoritative sources
are used, but often highly-selectively in ways that might serve to
mislead others. Further research is needed to understand the com-
plex nature of evidence provision in r/Conspiracy. It is clear from
this comparison that community norms mediate how evidence is
provided and consumed in these online communities.

In a world of abundant misinformation, supporting not just
individuals, but entire communities to set sound norms around good
evidentiary practice is likely to increase the general pro-sociality of
online communities. Knowing that these community norms make a
difference is a first important step in this direction. By empowering
online communities to embrace strong evidence provision practices,
we can ensure greater transparency and scrutability in evidence
provision. Although not all communities will want to work to this
end, raising the evidence provision bar is likely to make those who
do not improve their standards of evidence to stand out, thereby
becoming a credibility indicator in its own right. By supporting
more and better use of evidence, we can shape online communities
to better serve people and society.
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